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Frontline News from Graham 

 

This is one of the best churches I know. The leadership are all builders with a strong commitment to follow 

through on the proceeding Word of God. 

 

They have excellent instincts in pastoring and mentoring, they love evangelism and missions, they adore 

worship and are passionate about prayer and signs/wonders. I have watched them grow from being a good 

local church into a resource church and now learning to become an apostolic center. 

 

Dan Hammer is a good friend, great father over the church and an exemplary leader with significant influence. 

Our weekend was entitled “Being a Habitation for the King and His Kingdom.” Due to the heavy workload I had 

not been able to do as much prep work as I would have normally. Lately, I have been drawn into a deeper 

conversation with the Lord about Latitude. It was a prophetic word that I had given in 2005 and it was 

resonating in my heart in a much deeper way than at its inception.  

 

Latitude is the freedom to explore in the Spirit. The Father puts this wide, open space in front of us but 

is Himself silent and watchful for our next move. There are no instructions just permission granted for 

us to probe, prospect and search as thoroughly as we want. We have the zeal of the Lord. It depends 

on us how we turn the dial - from 1=low to 10=high. When God grants us something then He expects 

us to take Him for granted. 

 

So, I am sat in LA airport waiting for my delayed flight to Seattle. I’m praying for the event and asking what 

particular teaching does the Lord require. I feel comfortable that I had other valuable opportunities to serve the 

Lord recently, which prevented me from doing preparation for this event. As I am talking possibilities, I have a 

vision of a wide, open space in front of me. I can feel the wind at my back pushing me. It’s a Latitude moment. I 

hear the Lord say, “Son, would you like to teach something in Seattle that you have never taught before?” 

That’s a no brainer. I love encounters with the Father. 

 

In thirty minutes He gave me teaching outlines for five messages with the permission, “Just go up onto the 

platform with each particular outline and I will fill your heart with revelation.” The event was amazing to me! I 

went right out into the middle of this latitude space in front of me. I could feel my territory expanding, new 

boundaries being drawn, some fine spiritual mapping taking place. The conference became wild territory. 

That’s charismatic speech for: more things were happening in people than I could minister to from my own gift. 

I understood the comment of Jesus much better, “My Father works and I work.” Together we worked from the 

whole (Father) to the particular (me). It became a huge growing space. 

 

Sonrise Christian Center, Everett, WA – May 3-5 

Water of Life Community Church, Fontana, CA – May 18  

The House Ministries, Tofield, Canada – May 23-25 



I spent part of a Saturday in May at Water of Life in Fontana, CA. Speaking to their key healing teams and 

ministries. Three messages on “How You Are Known In Heaven”, “Overcoming Negativity”, and “The 

Prophecy of Scripture.” A lovely campus with really nice people and an excellent quality of spirit.  

 

Hungry people pull revelation out of me. The atmosphere required no work to upgrade it. People 

were hugely responsive, open and receptive. It was a very enjoyable time and the day just seemed 

to fly by, very joyful. 

 

The Prophecy Conference in Canada was a powerful event for personal growth and change in the 

prophetic. The roots of prophecy are established in the quality of our personal relationship with the Lord. 

Jesus is prophet, priest and King; the Holy Spirit is in us, is the Spirit of Disclosure telling us what is to 

come. (John 16:13) 

 

Our internal partnership with the Lord Jesus and the Holy Spirit are both firmly entrenched in the prophetic 

heart, vision, mindset and language. We are in relationship with the Godhead, learning to become more 

present/future disciples who know the voice of God and can see into the future. There is no specific word in 

the Scripture for “supernatural”. That’s because God is making us in His image and He is not supernatural. 

It is utterly normal for Him to raise the dead, do miracles, heal the sick, produce signs and wonders and 

speak prophetically. 

 

That same capacity is living within us by His divine presence. It does not require being talked up or amped 

up in any overt manner. It’s normal life in Jesus. The prophetic word grows out of our willingness to love, 

bless, favor and encourage people in ordinary conversation. A fountain cannot produce sweet water and 

bitter. As our hearts are filled with blessing and promise for people so the prophetic word expresses the 

favor that God seeks to bestow on people. This event was a crash course on being normal, powerfully 

relational and anointed. 

 

Bob Book travelled with me to lead worship at this event. I love Bob’s journey and the process of 

reinvention that he is currently receiving from the Lord. He did a great job of engaging people with new 

material and blending it in a relational, prophetic format. From front to back row the conference was really 

involved in rejoicing and praise. 

 

Graham 



Allison Bown 

Director of The Warrior Class 

 

"Appreciation for the Gap Standers" 

I've had the occasion recently to work with several groups who are 

interested in prophetic intercession and the process we are discovering 

in TWC.  It has made me realize the amazing people and resources we 

have and I am grateful once again for the team of pioneers that you all 

are and your willingness to explore. 

 

I was asked "How do you get your people to pray?"  My reply, "We don't. It's their choice".  I could tell this was 

not the answer they expected.  With a concerned look, they continued, "Then how do you know if they pray?"   

It's true.  We don't know how much our members pray.  We don't ask for time sheets or proof of prayer.  But 

the answer was easy. 

 

"Because we see the impact".   

 

I remember walking into the room at the Portland Sessions, where TWCers had the rare opportunity to be on 

site praying, walking gently through the room, contributing to what became an exquisite atmosphere.  My first 

thought was how precious it was to actually see you doing what you love to do.  The second was the joy of 

listening.  These weren't prayers that begged or hoped... they were quietly confident, powerful prayers of the 

beloved ones; those who know in whom they have believed and are fully persuaded of His keeping power. 

 

From every corner of TWC, you are praying.  You dialogue with God and listen for Graham's assignments, 

develop what you hear and actively contribute. Many of you join our monthly prayer calls. You honor your Pray 

for Grae Day each week and continue to stand with our Crafted Prayers for health, life and atmosphere 

preparation.  You pray while listening to a Graham CD  and a brilliant thought prompts your thanksgiving.  You 

rejoice in your place on the wall and at the forefront of the fight. 

 

Prayers don't stand in the gap.  Praying people do.   

 

Jesus does for us.   

 

You do for Graham, Theresa, TWC and your communities.  

 

And we're so incredibly grateful. 

 

We have a million more things to learn and encounter in intercession. We've barely scratched the surface of 

what's possible.  We've adapted and grown so much in the 2 1/2 years that TWC has existed - and you've 

grown right with us. It's a relatively short amount of time, but we see the signs of impact; of upgrades, 

breakthroughs and atmospheres effected because you are praying.  

  

There will be no time cards given out to verify the quantity of time our intercessors put in.  We only need to 

look at the quality of who we have become so far as an indication of what's really possible with at team of 

warriors training on the field of intercession.  

  

And consider this: The best is yet to come! 

 

Allison 

 

 



TWC Training Calls 
“The Process that Makes Us Rich” 

You know when someone has really learned to trust God because their first response in any 

circumstance is to thank Him with joy and peace. Their internal atmosphere overtakes their external 

circumstances. – Carolyn O’Conner 

 

I wanted to comment on, was the piece by Tim McKeon on Digging Deeper. I really found that to be 

BRILLIANT!!!!!!  It definitely resonated with me! - Ana Cross 

 

God requires our dependency on Him, and in the midst of it all He grants us beautiful people to share Him 

with.  -  Janis Morgan 

 

When I read the journal I was not only aware of my own process, but it gave me a renewed sense of 

freedom about enjoying the process of others, especially those who walk it out differently than I do.  

  

As I looked back at my own life and the patterns that used to be important to me I was very aware that 

although I have significantly changed, Papa was equally pleased with me then. And, he is equally pleased 

with the process of those around me. I am finding great joy in that. - Lecia Retter 

 

I  continue to press in to becoming a better journal-er, because just recognizing those answers is like 

taking a rock out of the Jordan river and setting it up as an altar to stand on.  To say, "Yup, here it is.  

This is what God did."  It gives confidence when things are tough that I can return to that victory and 

stand there with strength.  That thought has been really exciting for me right now.  Kelly Megonigle 

  

One of the things that has been like water to the thirsty about The Warrior Class is that it's all about the 

process.  Every invitation that we have opens up another process with God.  I love process and I can 

intensely live there sometimes, so one of the things I loved about this journal was the simple explanation 

that process is a series of steps.  Sherri Grady 

 

The idea of a process as a series of steps means that I'm on the journey to where I want to be and I feel 

wealthy from the treasures I can find all along the way..." - Moya Enright 

 

What a joy it was to listen to fellow travelers, updates and breakthroughs. 

What I noticed the most was we are learning to trust, truly trust, the Lord whole heartily.  To move in 

freedom and grace as we step out in Him.  That was our hearts desire. – Charlotte Allen 

  

Intentionality: Now I am able to see other times when friends were intentional about their actions and how 

God used that intentionality.  It’s like pieces are fitting together. Marcia Reinhart 

 

It is a powerful thing when His people bring their finest to give away. – Janis Morgan 

 

  

  

  

  

Please see attachment for full testimonies 



 

 
TWC Assignment Schedule 2013  

 

 

 

 

 

Send questions, comments or testimonies to: 

Teresa Morrison – tmorrison@brilliantperspectives.com 

 

Also visit Brilliant Book House for Graham's materials at: 

www.brilliantbookhouse.com The Warrior Class for Graham Cooke 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

                       

 

 

 

 

                Teams Assignments                        Intel Due 
 

 

JUNE 

 6-9 Houston Devotion School Discovery Team     April 26

 9-12 Amarillo Prophetic School Lionheart Team  May 3 

 21-22 Fresno, CA  Radiant Vanguards  May 10 

 27-30 Aglow Game Changer Event Pioneer Team   May 17 

 

 

JULY 

 11-12 Spokane, WA  Diamond & Momentum June 7

 20-22 Fontana, CA  Watchmen & Lightbearers June 14 

 

August 

 2-4 Austin, TX  Gold & Northern Lights June 21 

 8-10 Defiance, OH  Stonebridge & Dream June 28 

 

September 

 12-14 The Rock Church  Warrior Eagles & Lionheart August 2 

 20-21 Lakeland, FL    Radiant Vanguards & Pioneer August 9 

 26-29 Aglow International Conference Discovery & Diamond August 12 

  

October 

 11-12 Carlsbad, CA   Momentum & Gold  August 30 

 20-23 Amarillo Prophetic  Watchmen & Freedom Fighters Sept. 6 

 24-27 Houston Devotion School Stonebridge & NorthernLights Sept. 13 

  

November     

 4-25 Australia  Lightbearers & 3 other teams TBA 

  

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

"Assignments may be adjusted based on changes in Graham's schedule.  Unless notified of a change, follow the dates and 

locations listed here.“ 

Please copy this page and use it for a reference not only for your assignments, but for providing continued prayer coverage for 

Graham as he travels.  You are also free to submit intel for any event to your Team Leader.   

mailto:tmorrison@brilliantperspectives.com
http://www.brilliantbookhouse.com/

